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ABSTRACT

This is the second of a series of papers preparing the mathematical

framework for a past light cone formulation for the quantum mechanics of

particles of arbitrary mass and spin. The aim of past light cone quantum

theory is to define quantum states solely in terras of data accessible to an

observer, i.e. information from within his current past light cone. In

order to set up such a theory one needs to define on the past light cone

complete orthonormal sets of functions which belong to the appropriate

representation of the Poincare" group. Such functions are interpreted as

energy-momentum eigenfunctions. The present paper treats the case of spin

T and non-zero rest mass.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the second in a series of papers whose purpose is to provide

a mathematical framework which gives effect to Dirac's proposed "point

mechanics" . The notation of the present paper will follow that of the
2)

first paper of the series , hereafter referred to as I.

The basic idea behind this work is that the only part of space-time

about which an observer can have any knowledge is the set of events within

his past light cone. This constraint on one's knowledge motivates the

formulation of a version of quantum mechanics in which the intrinsically

unknowable quantum state "at a given time" is replaced by the quantum state

"on an observer's current past light cone". Suppose that the Minkowski

space-time trajectory of an observer takes him from some initial event
X X X X

zQ (X = 0,1,2,3} to a later event z , the interval z -zQ being future-

pointing and time-like. The past light cone quantum state of this observer

at z is then assumed to be derived from that at zn by the unitary

transformation e«p{(z -z^p^/Ci-fi)}, where p^ is the i-momentum operator.

This unitary development will, of course, not hold if new information on

the results of measurements is received during the interval.

Paper I discusses the mathematical problem involved in deciding

upon an appropriate form for the Hilbert space of physical states, and upon

the form of the momentum operator p^. The approach taken in I was to seek

on the past light cone complete, orthonormal sets of functions which belonged

to the appropriate unitary irreducible representation of the Poincare'group.

Complete results were given there for all values of the helicity in the case

of zero mass and discrete spin.

The present paper discusses the construction of complete, orthonormal

sets on the past light cone appropriate to spin j particles of non-zero mass

m. Results for spin-zero particles of mass ra were given in an earlier

paper . Let us now summarize the results of I as they relate to the

present case of spin ^ and mass m.

A past light cone may be parametrized .by a past pointing null vector
A 0 1
y , for which -y = |̂ y| = y, yeK . Consider the Hilbert space ty,
defined as the set of complex number valued functions î(y) for which
f 3 2 *"**
(d y/y)[t(y)| exists, with the Lorentz invariant scalar product

J
We assume that the Hilbert space of physical states, t4" , is the direct sum

of N copies of ty for some integer K. Thus the elements ¥(y) 6 if-

are column vectors composed of N functions V.(y), A = 1,2,.,N, with
A ^s

scalar product

T



(2)

1;Following I, Eq.(23), what is required in the spin j, mass m case is a set

of states Y(^;k^s,q) & 'jf , labelled by a 3-vector index k€[R , a spin

index s = ± j and possibly a discrete "charge" index q, which states have

the following properties:

Orthogonality

j 3 , t.

y (3)

where = k° (k2 + m 2c 2/« 2) l / Z

Completeness

N >

where !„ is the N x N unit matrix.

Spin •x , mass m representation property

s'

9k
(5)

; (j23,j31,j1Z)

In (5) 5s

operators

the angular, momentum tensor

dense subspace of #• , and satisfies the commutators appropriate to S0(l,3):

denotes the components of the usual Pauli matrices. The

and K E (j01,j02,j03) together constitu

j , which is an hermitian operator on a

-3-

(6)

The i-vector character of y requires the further commutators

(7)

The mathematical problem, then, is to find states Y(yjk,s,q) which

satisfy (3), (4) and (5) for some N. The value of N, the allowed values

of q, and the angular momentum tensor operator j on fr , are not known

a priori, and thus these quantities along with Y(y;k,s,q) constitute the

"unknowns" of the system (3)-(7).

II. A SOLUTION IN

A. Statement of the solution

For clarity of presentation Sec.II is organized as follows. Sub-

section A first states, without proof, a solution of (3)-(7). A heuristic

argument is then given in B which makes plausible, but does not prove,

the validity of the alleged solution. This is followed by formal proofs

of the representation property, orthogonality, and of completness, in

Subsections C, D and E, respectively.

The solution in question is in /f = "ft © if , so that N = 2,

and the states f(y;k,s,q) are column vectors with two rows. The charge

index q assumes the two values 1 and -1. Let us define the quantities

S(y;k,q), q = ± 1, by

(8)

(9)

IGn>

Here I., is the unit 2 x 2 matrix and y the unit vector y/y. Note that

(̂y;Jt.q) is a 2 x 2 matrix. The required solution to (3) and (4) is given

by the two columns of this matrix :

first column of

second column of (10)

-h-



man v IUJ oons lnueeo ueiine a complete orcnonormai set satistying \.S) and

(4) will hn provod in II.D and II.E below.

Finally, a suitable angular momentum operator j on W which

.satisfies (5), (6) and (7) is given by

7 = -ifc y x J 4. i.f cr

?y

This assertion is proved in II.C below.

(ID

B. A heuristic derivation of (10)

A plausibility argument leading to (10) can be based on the ortho-

normality properties of plane wave solutions of the Dirac equation

Let us adopt the convention

(12)

*e» r fr' — Q o-

0 -I,

Then for any pair of sufficiently localized solutions Cf>= CjP(x ) and

<P' 5 9'(xA), the Dirac scalar product

(13)

taken over an unbounded spacelike 3-surface S will be independent of the

choice of S. In particular,

(V p')
v D

(1A)

is independent of x . Consider now the integral on the right of (13) to

be taken over the hyperboloid

In (IS), z is an arbitrary point in spacetime, e a positive constant and

parametrizes the hyperboloid. Then (13) becomes

-5-

(16)

which for localized solutions will be independent of z and of £ . Next

consider what happens as E •+ 0 . The hyperboloid (15) becomes a past light

cone with vertex z :

fy

y = - (17)

(renaming u as y"). This limiting procedure poses the question, for what

solutions (if any) of the Dirac equation is it true that

r") (18)

is independent of the light cone vertex z and equal to (1'4)? To answer

this question one must consider surface integrals at large distances at

long times in the past, and investigate whether or not these vanish. We

shall ignore the question in this section and optimistically identify (14)

and (18), bearing in mind that any results so obtained will need further

justification.

The right-hand of (18) can be written in terms of two-component

column vectors by noting that -a y has two zero eigenvalues:

3 y

where
i-z i, o o

(19)

u 3 (20)

Whence (18) becomes

where

X

(21)

(22)

-6-



are column vectors with two components each, Hence for those solutions of

the Dirac equation which are sufficiently localized for (14) and (18) to

be identified, all the information needed to evaluate the scalar product

(tp,<J>' )_ is contained in the two-component wave functions x. x' obtained

by the projection (22).

Our derivation of (10) is based on the orthogonality relations

satisfied by the plane wave solutions <yP, (x ) of the Dirac equation:

\ Ks
) = S ( k - k') S % (23)

In (23), the spin index s = ± j, and the tvo values of the charge index

q = ± 1 correspond to positive and negative energy states, respectively.

Here we adopt the form

-X) = first • '• - r - . • > M(V colv of U

C. Proof of the representation property (5)

We now show that (11) gives the appropriate angular momentum tensor

for projections x defined by (22), and from this prove (5).

Eq.(22) is of the form

= V(y)

where

P(y) «
J ,-.

(27)

(28)

is a 2 x 4 matrix. The angular momentum tensor for Dirac spinors cf(x ) is

given by

where u, is the 2 x A matrix given by

V 1 G rr3

The projection corresponding to (22) is given by

(2A)

(25)

(29)

ex ri>Xl

Simple algebra yields the following identities:

P(y) ',« (30)

X

(-/'«,-J (26)

with T given by (8)-(lO). If (26) is now substituted into (21) and the

latter identified with (23), all dependence on z drops out and we obtain

the orthogonality relations (3). Of course <f, is neither normalizable
i Jtsq

nor localized, so this argument does not constitute a proof.

Thus if f(x ) is mapped on to x(y>z ) by the projection (27), we have the

mapping

• \ \ (31)

where

-7-
-8-



r — _ ' t v X ̂  i. 1 i

U", \°\i") ~- K = l<yd_ + ;xj.fc,r
[see (11)].

The final step in the proof of (5) comes from noting that <p.

belongs to the spin j , mass m representation of the Poincare' group,

that

(32)

so

P = »A'f
icsq «

Combining (26), (31)-{33) then yields(S).

(33)

D. Proof of the orthogonality relations (3)

The proof that the functions (10) actually satisfy (3) is much

simplified by invoking the Lorentz invariance of the scalar product (2).

To see that (2) is indeed invariant, we note that under an S0(l,3) trans-

formation the elements of ty transform unitarily on account of the hermitian

character of the infinitesimal generators j given by (11). Thus both

factors in the integrand of (2), d3y/y and Vf(%) ¥'(y), are S0(l,3)

scalars, establishing the invariance of this scalar product.

Let us evaluate the integrals on the left of (3) in a co-ordinate

,n which kA + ( k V has no

= (Ek,-\k). Referring to (8),

system in which k + (k )' has no spatial components, i.e. k

(kA

J S/r3 | K

(35)

Note that the second term in the integrand on the right of (34) contributes

nothing. This is because d y y exp(-2ik-y), being an S0(3) vector, must

be proportional to k, and hence has zero vector product with k. Writing

the 2 x 2 matrix equation (35) in terms of its matrix elements then yields

(36)

where we have used k_" = -k_. Since (36) is in a manifestly S0(l,3) covariant

form its truth in our special co-ordinate system establishes its validity in

all inertial systems.

The relations (3) for other pairs of values of q and q' are proved

similarly.

E. Proof of the completeness relations (A)

The integral on the left of (4) may be written, after some straight-

forward algebra,

Z

where

(37)

(38)

5)The integral A is well known in field theory , and for the spacelike or

null argument y - (y )' takes the value

•7 A

ffy'-y) $($,?) . (39)

In (39) sgn denotes the sign function, ± 1 according as to whether its

argument is positive or negative and <5(y>y') denotes thesurface delta

function for a unit sphere.

The first term on the right of (37) is zero, because of the surface

delta function factlor in A . The second term also vanishes, because the

Lorentz invariance .of i' implies

-10-
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(y*2. + y'*i
\" 'CZ " ^

(yi 4- y'l )
V ^y 3y' /

A

= o

•= o

which combined yields (y-y1) x Bi/3y - 0. The term -'(y+?') *Si/3y reduces

to o(y-y^;, which is most readily proved by expressing both y and y'

in polar form. Thus the integral in (37) has the value I?y fi(y-y'),

which proves (4).

III. DISCUSSION

A, The charge operator

A charge operator Q may be defined on Or as follows. First define

the 2 x 2 matrix

Then the action of Q on an element f(y)e ff is

(40)

= 11 <ylQ\y'>ik(y') .
J y -

The integral in (40) may be evaluated by techniques similar to those used in

Subsec.II.E. The result is

<V

where

) (/

(43)

and K^ denotes the modified Bessel function of order one. By con-

struction Q obeys the eigenvalue equation

(Q - q) "Kyjk.s.q) = 0,

and is both hermitian and unitary.

-11-

B. Charge exchange operators

Here we exhibit a unitary operator W and an anti-unitary operator

C, each of which has the property of replacing q by -q when applied to

the orthonormal basis f(y;k,s,q).

The linear operator W satisfies

W

and is defined analogously to (41) by its matrix elements

y > =*

with a given by (43).

The antilinear operator C is defined by

(45)

(46)

(47)

where o, = f . ^ j is the second Pauli matrix. If aX>irac 4-spinor <p

is mapped on to x by the projection (22), then Cx is the image of the

charge conjugate spinor Yy being the second Dirac y matrix. The

operator C reverses both the charge and the spin of the basis states (10):

(48)

s and q have the same sign, and + 1In (48) the phase factor is -1 if

otherwise.

Note that Q, W and C all commute with the S0(l,3) infinttesinal

generators ij'* given by (ll). As a consequence, Q*(y), Wt(v̂ ) and CT(y)

all transform under Lorentz transformations in the same way as does Y(y).

The four operators Q, W, -iQW, C mutually anticommute and each yields the

unit operator when squared.

C. Summary and concluding remarks

The key result of this paper is that (10) defines a complete orthono-

normal set of past light cone functions satisfying (3) and (4). On account



of the representation property (5) one could regard these as describing one-

particle eigenstates of momentum, spin and charge in a past light cone quantum

theory of charged particles of mass m and spin j. Such a theory, together

with a second quantized extension to a many fermion system, is presented

elsewhere

Finally, let us note that the set (10) is far from unique. The

hermitian operators D = -in [y(3/3y) + 1] and E = y-o commute with each

other and with every component of the angular momentum operator j given

by (11). Consequently from any solution ¥(y;k,s,q) of (3), (4) and (5) we

can generate a whole class of solutions by unitary transformations of the type

U(D,E) Y(y;k,s,q), all corresponding to the same angular momentum operator

(11). Since 3 = 1 ^ the unitary operator U(D,E) may be written in the form

<49)U ( D > E') = e [ ia W i K(J>) + / E sin K(j>)] t

Here g(p) and h(p) are any two real functions of a real variable

and the corresponding operators are defined by their actions on the eigen-

functions of D:

lo-t

•i CD) y, < > - • '

A» - /

t-i
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function expansion

V1 r*

?r ±
>
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